
 
Dear Friends, 
 
I am writing to share with you the good news of a “win-win” opportunity. The world-renowned London 
Symphony Orchestra has agreed to record my new symphony on Parma Recordings in the summer of 
2020! The overhead costs for any symphonic recording are high, so we are undertaking a major 
commissioning project. Not only the recording but the album’s compositions themselves will be 
commissioned by the donors. Depending on the donation level (see below), individuals or families 
wishing to memorialize a loved one in perpetuity can have that person’s name or a one-paragraph 
biography in the album liner notes and on a special page in the conductor’s score. Companies wishing 
to create a very special promotion can enjoy those same credits and also a special gift of CD’s to give 
to their clients as gifts.  
 
With this high-profile release, Parma Recordings wants to build upon the success of my Billboard No. 
1 classical album, The Sea Knows. This album will contain my new Symphony No. 2: Tales from the 
Realm of Faerie and my choral work, Missa Brevis.  These are melodic works with a mainstream classical 
appeal that moves the emotions and which many new classical listeners will want to hear again and 
again. (The Sea Knows has already enjoyed 141,000 streams worldwide on Spotify, and that is still 
growing at an average of 14% each month.) There is a lot of interest in a follow-up album by these 
listeners and critics, so we naturally want it to be a great album. The London Symphony will bring both 
its name and its excellence to this project. 
 
I’m attaching a prospectus from Parma with more details, and it can be accessed at the website below 
my signature. You can already hear mockups of two movements of the symphony here: 
https://michaelkurek.com/bonus-video-a-work-in-progress/ and the already-recorded Missa Brevis 
here: https://michaelkurek.com/missa-brevis/. Over the coming months, I will be composing the other 
two movements of this large-scale (40+ minute, 200 page) symphony for large orchestra, written in 
what critics call “a tonal idiom reminiscent of the great melodists of the early 20th century…exuding a 
beauty that’s well-nigh time stopping.” Hear my works and see more at www.michaelkurek.com.  
 
Until the whole amount is promised, we are only asking for a pledge. And I would be most grateful if 
you would kindly pass on this information to your company or individuals you know who might join you 
in sponsorship. Please write directly to me (e-mail below) with your pledge amount, contact 
information, and/or any questions you may have.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Michael Kurek 
 
www.michaelkurek.com/londonsymphonyorchestracommissioningproject/  
 
Bonuses:   up to $1,000 – one complimentary copy of the CD for each $100.00 donated  

$1,000.00 level – your name and/or your loved one’s name listed in the CD, 10 CD’s 
  $5,000.00 level – a memorial or promo paragraph in the CD and the score, 20 CD’s 

$10,000. or more – same as $5,000 level, plus 100 CD’s. 
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